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We study quantum dynamics of a dark soliton in a one-dimensional Bose gas in an optical lattice
within the truncated Wigner approximation. A previous work has revealed that in the absence of
quantum fluctuations, dynamical stability of the dark soliton significantly depends on whether its
phase kink is located at a lattice site or a link of two neighboring sites. It has also shown that the dark
soliton is unstable in a regime of strong quantum fluctuations regardless of the phase-kink position.
To bridge the gap between the classical and strongly quantum regimes, we investigate the dynamical
stability of the dark soliton in a regime of weak quantum fluctuations. We find that the position
dependence of the dynamical stability gradually diminishes and eventually vanishes as the strength of
quantum fluctuations increases. This classical-to-quantum crossover of the soliton stability remains
even in the presence of a parabolic trapping potential. We suggest that the crossover behavior can
be used for experimentally diagnosing whether the instability of a dark soliton is due to quantum
fluctuations or classical dynamical instability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Solitons are robust nonlinear waves, which are local-
ized and collide elastically with one another like parti-
cles. Soliton solutions in classical systems are described
as analytical solutions of integrable nonlinear equations,
including the Korteweg-de Vries equation [1], the sine-
Gordon equation [2], and nonlinear Schro¨dinger equa-
tions [3]. The nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation with cubic
nonlinearity, namely the Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation,
can describe Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) of ultra-
cold atomic gases in a weakly interacting regime [4]. Ex-
periments with ultracold atoms are suited for studying
dynamical processes of BECs in an ideal situation be-
cause the system is well isolated from environment and
the relaxation time is sufficiently longer than the typical
time scale of interesting dynamical phenomena. Taking
these advantages, previous experiments have extensively
investigated dynamical properties of solitons in atomic
BECs [5–10].
Previous theoretical studies have revealed that a dark
soliton state of a BEC is dynamically stable when the
BEC is a one-dimensional (1D) continuous system [11,
12]. Recent experiments [13–16] have realized highly 1D
BECs, whose radial size is much smaller than the healing
length, enabling exploration of quantum phenomena in
1D systems. Such experimental developments in creating
1D BECs indicate that a stable dark soliton can be exper-
imentally observed in the near future. Since the strength
of quantum fluctuations is widely controllable in the sys-
tem of a 1D BEC by tuning the density, the interatomic
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interaction, or the depth of an optical lattice, previous
works have investigated the effects of quantum fluctua-
tions on a dark soliton by means of various theoretical
methods, such as the Bogoliubov theory [17], the Bethe
ansatz [18], the matrix product states (MPS) [19–21], and
the truncated Wigner approximation (TWA) [22, 23]. In
particular, Mishmash et al. have analyzed stability of a
dark soliton in the presence of an optical lattice in the
classical regime by the Bogoliubov approximation and
in a regime of strong quantum fluctuations by using the
MPS [19]. There is a remarkable difference in the classi-
cal dynamical stability depending on whether the phase
kink of the dark soliton is located at a lattice site or at a
link of two neighboring sites [24]. They have also revealed
that by contrast strong quantum fluctuations destabilize
a dark soliton regardless of its location. Hence, one can
naturally expect that the stability of the dark soliton
changes between the classical regime and the regime of
strong quantum fluctuations.
In this paper, we study the dynamical stability of the
dark soliton of a 1D lattice Bose gas in a regime of weak
quantum fluctuations. First, we reconsider the stability
of the dark soliton in the classical limit by solving the
Bogoliubov equations numerically. The critical interac-
tion strength, above which the soliton state is dynam-
ically unstable, is determined from the condition for a
complex normal-mode frequency to emerge. We discuss
reasons why the soliton stability depends on its kink po-
sition by considering the difference in the energy gain of
the system due to a small-amplitude fluctuation. Second,
we numerically analyze dynamics of the dark soliton in-
cluding quantum fluctuations within the TWA [25–27].
We find that even in the semiclassical regime, quantum
fluctuations significantly affect the stability of the dark
soliton. Specifically, when the strength of quantum fluc-

























2with respect to the kink position gradually disappears.
We show that this disappearance can be attributed to
the fact that stronger fluctuations cause a soliton oscilla-
tion with larger amplitude regardless of the kink position,
thus invaliding the classical stability analysis.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we intro-
duce the Bose-Hubbard model, which describes ultracold
bosons in a deep optical lattice. In Sec. III, we review
theoretical methods used for analyzing stability of a dark
soliton. Specifically, in Sec. III A, we formulate a linear
stability analysis of BECs in the classical limit on the ba-
sis of the GP mean-field theory. In Sec. III B, we explain
the TWA, which allows for computation of quantum dy-
namics of the Bose-Hubbard model within the semiclas-
sical regime. In Sec. IV A, we present results of the linear
stability analysis on a dark soliton in a box potential in
a wide range of parameters and discuss reasons why the
soliton stability significantly depends of its kink position.
In Sec. IV B, we analyze the semiclassical dynamics of the
dark soliton in a box potential by means of the TWA. In
Sec. V A and V B, we perform the numerical analyses in
the case that a parabolic trapping potential is present.
In Sec. VI, we summarize our results.
II. MODEL
We consider an ultracold Bose gas elongated in one
spatial direction. We assume that the confinement in the
transverse directions is sufficiently strong so that thermal
and dynamical excitations in the transverse directions
can be safely neglected, i.e., the system is 1D. Such strong
confinement can be created with use of optical lattices
[28, 29] or atom chips [13–16]. We also assume that an
optical lattice is present in the longitudinal direction and
is sufficiently deep. Then, our system can be described















where J is the nearest-neighbor hopping amplitude, U(>
0) is the on-site interaction coefficient, j is an external
potential, M is the total number of sites, bˆj and bˆ
†
j are the
bosonic annihilation and creation operators at j-th site,
and the number operator nˆj = bˆ
†
j bˆj counts the number
of particles at j-th site. The summation over index j on
the hopping term contains only M − 1 terms under open
(box) boundary conditions.
The ground-state phase diagram of the BHH includes
the superfluid and Mott insulator phases, which are sep-
arated by a continuous quantum phase transition [30].
When the dimensionless parameter, γ = U/(zνJ), is
small, the system favors the superfluid phase, where z
and ν denote the coordination number and the filling fac-
tor, respectively. When ν is integer, the Mott insulator
phase is favored at large γ. The quantum phase transi-
tion across the two phases has been indeed observed in
experiments with ultracold bosons in optical lattices in
1D [32], 2D [33], and 3D [34]. The critical value of the
quantum phase transition at unit filling in 1D has been
obtained as (U/J)c = 3.367 with numerical methods [35].
The critical values of the dimensionless parameter, γc,
for the transitions in 1D, 2D, and 3D have been precisely
determined for arbitrary filling factors in previous liter-
ature [35–44]. Throughout the present work, we assume
that the system is deep in a superfluid region, i.e., γ  1,
where the semiclassical TWA can describe its quantum
dynamics at least qualitatively.
III. METHODS
A. Linear stability analysis in the classical limit
In this section, we review the GP mean-field the-
ory for the BHH, in which dynamics of a BEC is de-
scribed by the discrete nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
(DNLSE) [45, 46]. We explain how to analyze stability
of stationary solutions of the DNLSE on the basis of the
Bogoliubov equations [47].
The Heisenberg equation of motion for the annihilation









By replacing bˆj with its mean field, 〈bˆj〉 ≡ Ψj , under the
assumption that the quantum and thermal depletions are




Ψj = −J(Ψj+1 + Ψj−1) + U |Ψj |2Ψj + jΨj . (3)
Let us seek a solution of the DNLSE describing small
fluctuations around a stationary solution Φj ,
Ψj(t) = e
−iµt/h¯[Φj + δΨj(t)], (4)
where µ is the chemical potential and Φj obeys the time-
independent DNLSE,
µΦj = −J(Φj+1 + Φj−1) + U |Φj |2Φj + jΦj . (5)


















j are the amplitudes of the `-th nor-
mal mode and ω` is the associated mode frequency. By
substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (3), we obtain the following




j , namely the
Bogoliubov equations:
−J(u(`)j+1 + u(`)j−1) + 2U |Φj |2u(`)j + ju(`)j



















j ) and eigenvalues ω`.
The stability of the stationary solution Φj against the
small fluctuations can be identified with the eigenval-
ues and eigenvectors of the Bogoliubov equations [47].
If there exists a normal mode whose Im[ω`] is finite,
the stationary solution Φj is dynamically unstable. If
all the normal-mode frequencies are real and there ex-
ists a normal mode with negative ω` and positive norm,∑
j [|u(`)j |2 − |v(`)j |2] > 0, the stationary solution Φj is
energetically unstable. However, as long as the sys-
tem is well decoupled from the environment as in typ-
ical ultracold-gas experiments, the energetic instability,
called Landau instability, does not make the system un-
stable at sufficiently low temperatures, where the thermal
depletion from the BEC is negligibly small [48]. Other
than these two cases, the stationary solution is stable.
In Sec. IV A, we use the formulation described above in
order to analyze the stability of stationary dark-soliton
solutions. To obtain the stationary solutions, we perform
the imaginary-time propagation of Eq. (3) under the con-
straint condition that the phase of Φj jumps by pi across
the center of the system.
B. Truncated Wigner approximation
In this section, we briefly review the TWA method ap-
plied to the BHH [25–27]. A quantum state can be in
general described by a distribution function in a classi-
cal phase space. With the phase space method, the time
evolution of quantized particles or fields can be expressed
by the Wigner function W (~α, ~α∗, t), which corresponds
to a quasi-probability distribution and the Wigner-Weyl
transform of the density matrix ρˆ(t). In the TWA for
BHH, we consider a 2M -dimensional phase space of a
complex-valued vector ~α = (α1, α2, · · ·αM ). The time
evolution of the Wigner function can be obtained by per-










W (~α, ~α∗, t),
(9)














symplectic operator acting on c-number functions defined
in the phase space [26, 27]. The expectation value of an
operator Aˆ(t), which is expressed by 〈Aˆ(t)〉 = Tr[ρˆ(t)Aˆ],
can be described as
〈Aˆ(t)〉 =
∫
d~αd~α∗W (~α, ~α∗, t)AW (~α, ~α∗), (10)
where d~αd~α∗ = pi−M
∏
j dRe[αj ]dIm[αj ], AW = (Aˆ)W is
the Wigner-Weyl transform of Aˆ [26, 27].
The complete information about the quantum dynam-
ics can be obtained by solving Eq. (9). However, it
is difficult to solve Eq. (9) exactly. Instead, we per-
form a semiclassical expansion of the right hand side of
Eq. (9) with respect to the symplectic operator Λc. If
one neglects higher-order terms of O(Λ3c), which is called
TWA [25–27], then the time evolution of the Wigner
function is described by the classical Liouville equation
ih¯∂tW ≈ {HW ,W}P.B. = HWΛcW . Here the bracket
{·, ·}P.B. represents the Poisson bracket defined in the
phase space. In the TWA, the Wigner function is con-
served in time along the classical trajectories, which are













=− J(ψj+1 + ψj−1)
+ U(|ψj |2 − 1)ψj + jψj .
(12)
The expectation value of an operator Aˆ(t) can be reduced























is a solution of the DNLSE
for an initial classical field ~ψ0. The initial classical fields
distribute over the phase space according to the Wigner
function of the initial quantum state, W0 ≡ W (t = 0),
which describes a leading-order correction of quantum
fluctuations to the mean-field solution [49]. If γ = 0 in
BHH, corresponding to U/J = 0 or ν = ∞, the semi-
classical approximation becomes exact. As long as the
condition γ  1 is satisfied, the TWA captures quantum
dynamics of the BHH at least qualitatively [27, 50].
We assume that the system is initially in a direct-
product state of the local coherent state labeled by a






j−ψ¯∗j bˆj |0〉 , (14)
where |0〉 is the vacuum of the lattice bosons. Plugging
ψ¯j = Φj into each coherent state and performing the
4Wigner-Weyl transform of this pure state, we have the












[−2|ψj,0 − Φj |2]} . (15)
We recall that Φj is a solution of the time-independent
DNLSE (5), which is a dark-soliton state in the calcu-
lations below. For all computations of the TWA in real
time, we perform Monte-Carlo sampling of 50000 ran-
dom initial states of the classical fields according to the
probability distribution of Eq. (15) and use the standard
fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine for time evolution.
The coherent state of Eq. (14) is the ground state of
the BHH at νU/J = 0 [27]. However, we choose this
type of state as an initial state for time evolution of a
dark soliton at finite νU/J . Our main motivation for
this choice is that the Wigner function of the coherent
state takes the Gaussian form of Eq. (15), which is rather
simple from a theoretical viewpoint. We aim to address
effects of the quantum fluctuations generated by the sim-
ple Wigner function on the stability of a dark soliton.
It is worth noting that while the choice of the coherent
state makes it difficult to prepare the same initial state
in experiments, it is still feasible with currently available
techniques. Specifically, one can utilize the Feshbach res-
onance to set U = 0 and also can design the external
potential j , e.g., with use of a digital micromirror de-
vice [51] in such a way that the density profile of the
ground state almost coincides with that of a dark-soliton
state at finite νU/J . By applying the phase imprinting
method [5, 6, 8] to the prepared state and quench νU/J
towards a desired value, the subsequent dynamics mimics
time evolution of a dark soliton at the finite νU/J in the
presence of quantum fluctuations generated by the ini-
tial coherent state, which we will study in the following
sections.
IV. SYSTEM WITH A BOX POTENTIAL
In this section, for theoretical simplicity, we assume
that j is homogeneous and the boundary condition is
open. This means that a Bose gas is confined in a box
potential. While a trapping potential of parabolic shape
is used more often in experiments for confining ultracold
gases, some previous experiments have successfully con-
fined ultracold gases in box potentials [52–54].
A. Classical regime
In Fig. 1, we show the spatial profile of the station-
ary solutions Φj of the DNLSE at κ = 0.5 for M = 30
and 31 that possess a dark soliton at the center of the
system, which are obtained by the imaginary-time prop-
agation of Eq. (3). Notice that the dimensionless param-
eter κ ≡ νU/J quantifies the strength of the nonlinear
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M = 30 (link soliton)
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M = 31 (site soliton)
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FIG. 1. The spatial profile of the stationary solutions Φj at
κ = 0.5 and ν = 2000 for (a)M = 30 and (b)M = 31. The
solid lines are guide to the eye. xctr = (M + 1)/2 denotes the
central position of the system.
term relative to the hopping term in the DNLSE [55].
It is clearly seen that the phase kink of the dark soli-
ton for M = 31 is located at the central site while that
for M = 30 is located at the link between the two cen-
tral sites [56]. For later convenience, we call the former
“a site soliton” and the latter “a link soliton”, respec-
tively. Previous studies have shown that the difference
in the kink position significantly affects the stability of
the dark-soliton solutions in the classical limit [20, 24].
In this section, we briefly review the linear stability anal-
ysis of Ref. [20] and discuss reasons why the stability of
the dark soliton depends on the kink position. We also
extend the linear stability analysis to a wider parameter
region.
Figure 2 depicts the frequency h¯ω1/J of the normal
mode that is relevant to the energetic and dynamical in-
stabilities of the dark soliton as a function of κ. When
κ is smaller than a certain critical value κc ' 0.3, h¯ω1/J
is real and negative for both M = 30 and 31. This nor-
mal mode corresponds to an oscillation of a dark-solition
position around the center of the system [20]. When κ
exceeds κc, the real part of h¯ω1/J vanishes and its imag-
inary part emerges in the case of M = 30, signaling the
dynamical instability of the link soliton. By contrast,
5(a)
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Im[] vs. νU/J (Re[] Min, Norm:Positive)
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M = 30 (link soliton)
<latexit sha1_base64="D9LVOC/cr XkC12jjAdjj4CKRrVQ=">AAACrnichVHLShxBFD12HuqYxEncCG4aB4OBMNx2 JD5AEN3oIuAjMwozw9DdlmMx/aK7ZkCb9gP8AReuFEIQF/mIbPwBF26StWRp IJsscrtnTAiS5DZdderUPfeeqrICR0aK6LpPe/Dw0eP+gcHc0JOnz4bzz19UI r8d2qJs+44fbltmJBzpibKSyhHbQShM13LEltVaTve3OiKMpO+9U/uBqLtm05 O70jYVU438alzLilTDplWPjSJl8ZqKxvScUTIYdJnk7UKJ9EN9sha6MTdrJYd 6CiPfkcr3kldJI1+4S9bvg7vKBfRizc9/QA078GGjDRcCHhRjByYi/qowQAiY qyNmLmQks32BBDnWtjlLcIbJbIvHJq+qPdbjdVozytQ2d3H4D1mpY4Ku6Jxu 6ZIu6IZ+/LVWnNVIvezzbHW1ImgMH41ufv+vyuVZYe+36p+eFXYxm3mV7D3Im PQUdlffOTi+3ZzfmIhf0hl9Zf+ndE2f+ARe55v9fl1snCCXPcBcGm9+Xfd9UJ kqGqViaX26sLjUe4oBjGEck3zfM1jECtZQ5r4fcYXP+KKRVtHqWqObqvX1NCP 4I7S9nx3DorM=</latexit>
M = 31 (site soliton)
<latexit sha1_base64="7/MH6peMk hivKwEFccldS3XHJtM=">AAACsXichVHLahRBFD3pRBPHRyZmI7hpHCIRQnM 7ncSJIATdZKGQh5NEZoZJd6cyKaZfdNcMxKbzAf6AC1cKIuLOX3DjDwhmqTtx GcGNC2/3tIoE9RZVderUPbdOVTmRJxNFdDyijY6dOTs+ca5y/sLFS5PVqctb SdiPXdFwQy+Mdxw7EZ4MRENJ5YmdKBa273hi2+ndzfe3ByJOZBg8UIeRaPt2N 5D70rUVU53qvbRVFGnGXaedkkHmUp0W5sgwl+vWojlnGlREpt+/bZn6kT6bt mJfT6QS2ZE+xKEnVRhkN7JOtUZlvn4a/CxVQxlrYfUlWthDCBd9+BAIoBh7s JFwa8IEIWKujZS5mJEs9gUyVFjb5yzBGTazPR67vGqWbMDrvGZSqF0+xeMes1 LHDL2nV3RC7+g1fabvf62VFjVyL4c8O0OtiDqTj69sfvuvyudZ4eC36p+eFf ZRL7xK9h4VTH4Ld6gfPHpysnlrYya9Ts/pC/t/Rsf0lm8QDL66L9bFxlNUig9 YzmPp13OfBlvzhmkZ1vpCbeVO+RUTuIprmOX3vokVrGINDT73DT7gIz5plvZ Q29WcYao2Umqm8UdovR/RH6NU</latexit>















<latexit sha1_base64="jHL pVQgWVqqIVE33Dak0MgpF5X4=">AAACanichVG7SgNBFD1ZXz G+YmwUm2CMaBMmRnxVQRvLxJgHJCK760SX7IvdTSAGf8DOStB KQUT8DBt/wMJPEO0i2Fh4d7MoEtQ7zMyZM/fcOTMjmapiO4w9 BYSe3r7+geBgaGh4ZHQsPB4p2EbdknleNlTDKkmizVVF53lH cVReMi0uapLKi1Jt090vNrhlK4a+4zRNvquJB7pSVWTRIao4X 7G0qLSwF46xBPMi2g2SPojBj4wRvkEF+zAgow4NHDocwipE2N TKSILBJG4XLeIsQoq3z3GMEGnrlMUpQyS2RuMBrco+q9ParWl 7aplOUalbpIwizh7ZLWuzB3bHntnHr7VaXg3XS5NmqaPl5t7Y yWTu/V+VRrODw2/Vn54dVLHqeVXIu+kx7i3kjr5xdNbOrW/HW 3Psir2Q/0v2xO7pBnrjTb7O8u0LhLwPWHNj+eu5u0FhMZFMJV LZpVh6w/+KIKYxg3l67xWksYUM8p67U5zjIvAqRIQpYbqTKgR 8zQR+hDD7CSIqjAE=</latexit>

























<latexit sha1_base64="OFCfj+ 31MbpId1xLTdjDyf+8Fn0=">AAACaXichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/EVtRFtxCVi FSYqvirRxtJXopCEsLuOumYfw+4koMEfsLITtVIQET/Dxh+w8BMkZQQb C+9uFkWCeoeZOXPmnjtnZnRhmb5k7CWmtLS2tXd0dsW7e3r7+hMDg1nf LXsGzxiu5Xo7uuZzy3R4RprS4jvC45qtW3xbL60E+9sV7vmm62zJI8EL trbvmHumoUmisvmSJoRWTKgsxcIYawbpCKiIYs1N3CGPXbgwUIYNDgeS sAUNPrUc0mAQxBVQJc4jZIb7HCeIk7ZMWZwyNGJLNO7TKhexDq2Dmn6o NugUi7pHyjEk2TO7Z3X2xB7YK/v4tVY1rBF4OaJZb2i5KPafDm++/6u yaZY4+Fb96VliD/OhV5O8i5AJbmE09JXj8/rm4kayOsFuWI38X7MX9kg 3cCpvxu0637hCPPyAhSBmv567GWSnUunp1PT6jLq0HH1FJ0Yxjkl67zk sYRVryNC5hzjDBS5jNWVAGVZGGqlKLNIM4Uco6ieyPoxS</latexit>
(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="TXt UP+Ac4nn7Jc44BoizpXpuL2U=">AAACZnichVHLSgMxFD0dX7 W+qiIKbopF0U1JrfhaFd24bK21BRWZGWMNnc4MM2mhFn9AcGsX rhRExM9w4w+48A8UlwpuXHhnOigi6g1JTk7uuTlJNNsQrmTsI aS0tXd0doW7Iz29ff0D0cGhTdeqOjrP65ZhOUVNdbkhTJ6XQh q8aDtcrWgGL2jlVW+/UOOOKyxzQ9ZtvlNRS6bYF7oqicpN6zO 70ThLMD9iP0EyAHEEkbGiV9jGHizoqKICDhOSsAEVLrUtJMFg E7eDBnEOIeHvcxwhQtoqZXHKUIkt01ii1VbAmrT2arq+WqdTDO oOKWOYZPfsmr2wO3bDntj7r7Uafg3PS51mraXl9u7A8Vju7V9 VhWaJgy/Vn54l9rHoexXk3fYZ7xZ6S187bL7kltcnG1Psgj2T /3P2wG7pBmbtVb/M8vUzRPwPWPJi/vO5f4LN2UQylUhl5+Lpl eArwhjHBKbpvReQxhoyyNO5JZzgFM3Qo9KvjCijrVQlFGiG8S 2U2AfSmIp/</latexit>































<latexit sha1_base64="OFCfj+ 31MbpId1xLTdjDyf+8Fn0=">AAACaXichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/EVtRFtxCVi FSYqvirRxtJXopCEsLuOumYfw+4koMEfsLITtVIQET/Dxh+w8BMkZQQb C+9uFkWCeoeZOXPmnjtnZnRhmb5k7CWmtLS2tXd0dsW7e3r7+hMDg1nf LXsGzxiu5Xo7uuZzy3R4RprS4jvC45qtW3xbL60E+9sV7vmm62zJI8EL trbvmHumoUmisvmSJoRWTKgsxcIYawbpCKiIYs1N3CGPXbgwUIYNDgeS sAUNPrUc0mAQxBVQJc4jZIb7HCeIk7ZMWZwyNGJLNO7TKhexDq2Dmn6o NugUi7pHyjEk2TO7Z3X2xB7YK/v4tVY1rBF4OaJZb2i5KPafDm++/6u yaZY4+Fb96VliD/OhV5O8i5AJbmE09JXj8/rm4kayOsFuWI38X7MX9kg 3cCpvxu0637hCPPyAhSBmv567GWSnUunp1PT6jLq0HH1FJ0Yxjkl67zk sYRVryNC5hzjDBS5jNWVAGVZGGqlKLNIM4Uco6ieyPoxS</latexit>










Im[] vs. νU/J (Re[] Min, Norm:Positive), M=31
Im
[ω 1]
FIG. 2. Frequency h¯ω1/J of the normal mode that is relevant
to the energetic and dynamical instability of the dark soliton
as a function of κ, where M = 30 (red triangles) and 31 (blue
circles). (a) displays h¯ω1/J in the small-κ region, 0 ≤ κ ≤ 0.6,
for both M = 30 and 31, which is a reproduction of Fig. 11 of
Ref. [20]. (b) and (c) display h¯ω1/J in the expanded region,
0 ≤ κ ≤ 14, for M = 30 and 31, respectively.
when κ increases above κc in the case of M = 31, the
real part of h¯ω1/J grows. As shown in Fig. 2(c), when κ
exceeds κ ' 0.7, the imaginary part of h¯ω1/J starts to
grow, signaling the dynamical instability of the site soli-
ton, but behaves rather irregularly. This irregular behav-
ior is due to the crossing with anti-modes whose norm is
negative, i.e.,
∑
j [|u(`)j |2 − |v(`)j |2] < 0. It is known that
such a coupling between a mode and anti-modes results
in the emergence of dynamical instability [57]. Indeed,
Im(h¯ω1/J) vanishes when κ > 13, in which |Re(h¯ω1/J)|
is larger than the frequencies of all the other modes so
that there is no anti-mode coupled with the normal mode.
Thus, the dynamical stability of the dark soliton signifi-
cantly depends on the location of its kink.
Let us discuss mechanisms how the difference between
the link and site solitons with respect to the dynamical
stability emerges. For this purpose it is useful to pay
attention to the three important length scales, namely
the lattice spacing d, the system size L = Md, and the
healing length ξ = d
√
2/κ. In the limit of κ → 0, ξ
diverges such that the condition ξ  L  d holds. In
this situation, the dark soliton state reduces to the first
excited state of the linear Schro¨dinger equation and the
size of its density notch is set by L.
In the region of 0.05 ≤ κ ≤ 0.2, where the condition
L ξ  d holds, the size of the density notch is compa-
rable to ξ. There the continuous approximation is safely
valid so that the site and link solitons are almost equiva-
lent to each other. In this region, h¯ω1/J approaches zero
with increasing κ for the following reason. In a continu-
ous system, the system in the ground state has approxi-
mate translational symmetry and the presence of a dark
soliton breaks the symmetry. This means that the dark-
soliton state has a Nambu-Goldstone mode with ω = 0.
When κ increases, the healing length ξ decreases so that
the normal mode with the frequency ω1 approaches the
Nambu-Goldstone mode.
In the region of κ >∼ κc, ξ is comparable to d so that
the continuous approximation breaks down. Then, the
difference between the site and link solitons becomes re-
makable. Specifically, in the region of ξ  d, a small fluc-
tuation from the site soliton decreases the total energy
of the system because the presence of a density hole at a
site costs a significant amount of the interaction energy.
This indicates that h¯ω1/J for the site soliton should take
a large negative value at large κ and this is the case re-
alized in Fig. 2(c). By contrast, a small fluctuation from
the link soliton increases the total energy because it digs
a hole in the central sites. This indicates that h¯ω1/J
for the link soliton should take a large positive value at
large κ. However, since h¯ω1/J is negative in the small-κ
region, h¯ω1/J has to touch zero at a certain κ, which is
nothing but κc, before the sign change. The touch on
zero of h¯ω1/J results in the coupling to the anti-mode
of itself, leading to the emergence of the dynamical in-
stability. The dynamical instability caused by a similar
mechanism has been seen in a dark soliton of a 1D BEC
pinned by a repulsive potential barrier [58].
In the following section, we will analyze the stability of
the dark soliton within the semiclassical regime, focusing
on the region of κc ≤ κ ≤ 0.7 where the dark soliton is
dynamically unstable only if M is even.
6(nˆj)W
<latexit sha1_base64="pFk66jxdbWd2V7LdUcd4vCl0Mq8=">AAACcHichVHLTsJAFD3UNz5A3Zi48EE06oIMYnytjG5cKoiYCCFtHaB S2toOJEr8AX/AhRs1Mcb4GW78ARd8gnEnJm5ceFsajSHqnczMmTP33Dkzo1i65gjG6gGprb2js6u7J9jb1z8QCg8O7TpmxVZ5SjV1095TZIfrmsFTQhM637NsLpcVnaeV0oa7n65y29FMY0ccWzxblguGltdUWRCVnckUZVEzTnOHs7l0LhxhUebFeCuI+SACP7bM8C0yOIAJFRWUwWFA ENYhw6G2jxgYLOKyqBFnE9K8fY5TBElboSxOGTKxJRoLtNr3WYPWbk3HU6t0ik7dJuU4ptgTu2MN9sju2TP7+LVWzavhejmmWWlquZULnY0k3/9VlWkWKH6r/vQskMey51Uj75bHuLdQm/rqyXkjuZqYqk2za/ZC/q9YnT3QDYzqm3qzzRMXCHofsOLG4tdzt4Ld+WgsHo1vL0TW1v2v6 MYoJjFD772ENWxiCyk69wjnuMRV4FUakcakiWaqFPA1w/gR0twnm3eO/g==</latexit>
(xj   xctr)/d






<latexit sha1_base64="dUeuZ/cZDTyJZvShaT+IzZ8LaIg=">AAACZ nichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1ofrYoouCkWpW7K1IqvVdGNyz6sLWgpSZzW0DQJSVqoxR8Q3NqFKwUR8TPc+AMu+geKSwU3LrxJgyJFvcPMnDlzz50zM5KhKpb NWMcn9PUPDA75hwMjo2PjwdDE5J6l102Z52Rd1c2CJFpcVTSesxVb5QXD5GJNUnleqm47+/kGNy1F13btpsGLNbGiKWVFFm2islFxqRSKsBhzI9wL4 h6IwIuUHrrBAQ6hQ0YdNXBosAmrEGFR20ccDAZxRbSIMwkp7j7HCQKkrVMWpwyR2CqNFVrte6xGa6em5aplOkWlbpIyjAX2yG7ZK3tgd+yZffxaq+X WcLw0aZa6Wm6Ugqez2fd/VTWabRx9q/70bKOMdderQt4Nl3FuIXf1jeP2a3Yzs9BaZFfshfxfsg67pxtojTf5Os0zFwi4H7DhxOrXc/eCveVYPBFLp FciyS3vK/yYwzyi9N5rSGIHKeTo3ArOcI6270kYF6aFmW6q4PM0U/gRQvgTzpaKfQ==</latexit>
M = 31 (site soliton)
<latexit sha1_base64="7/MH6peMkhivKwEFccldS3XHJtM=">AAACsXich VHLahRBFD3pRBPHRyZmI7hpHCIRQnM7ncSJIATdZKGQh5NEZoZJd6cyKaZfdNcMxKbzAf6AC1cKIuLOX3DjDwhmqTtxGcGNC2/3tIoE9RZVderUPbdOVTmRJx NFdDyijY6dOTs+ca5y/sLFS5PVqctbSdiPXdFwQy+Mdxw7EZ4MRENJ5YmdKBa273hi2+ndzfe3ByJOZBg8UIeRaPt2N5D70rUVU53qvbRVFGnGXaedkkHmUp 0W5sgwl+vWojlnGlREpt+/bZn6kT6btmJfT6QS2ZE+xKEnVRhkN7JOtUZlvn4a/CxVQxlrYfUlWthDCBd9+BAIoBh7sJFwa8IEIWKujZS5mJEs9gUyVFjb5yz BGTazPR67vGqWbMDrvGZSqF0+xeMes1LHDL2nV3RC7+g1fabvf62VFjVyL4c8O0OtiDqTj69sfvuvyudZ4eC36p+eFfZRL7xK9h4VTH4Ld6gfPHpysnlrYya9 Ts/pC/t/Rsf0lm8QDL66L9bFxlNUig9YzmPp13OfBlvzhmkZ1vpCbeVO+RUTuIprmOX3vokVrGINDT73DT7gIz5plvZQ29WcYao2Umqm8UdovR/RH6NU</lat exit>
(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="mTGs0T/D+MbzF3WFvNWk+Rz7jzM=">AAACZnichVFNLwNBGH66vqq+igiJS6OpcGneIr5OwsUR1ZKUyO4aNbHd3exum1T jD0hcOTiRiIif4eIPOPgHxLESFwfvbjdEBO9kZp555n3eeWZGsw3pekSPEaWpuaW1Ldoe6+js6u6J9/blXavs6CKnW4blbGqqKwxpipwnPUNs2o5QS5ohNrSDJX9/oyIcV1rmule1xXZJLZpyT+qqx1R2TBvfiScpTUEkfoJMCJIIY8WKX2MLu7Cgo4wSBEx4jA2ocLkVkAHBZm4bNeYcRjLYFzhCjLVlzhK coTJ7wGORV4WQNXnt13QDtc6nGNwdViaQoge6oTrd0y090/uvtWpBDd9LlWetoRX2Ts/xUPbtX1WJZw/7X6o/PXvYw2zgVbJ3O2D8W+gNfeXwrJ6dX0vVRumSXtj/BT3SHd/ArLzqV6ti7Ryx4APm/Jj+fO6fID+RzkymJ1enkguL4VdEMYwRjPF7z2ABy1hBjs8t4gSnOIs8Kd3KgDLYSFUioaYf30JJfADQ l4p+</latexit>
M = 30 (link soliton)
<latexit sha1_base64="D9LVOC/crXkC12jjAdjj4CKRrVQ=">AAACrnichVHLShxBFD12HuqYxEncCG4aB4OBMNx2JD5AEN3oIuAjMwozw9DdlmMx/aK7Z kCb9gP8AReuFEIQF/mIbPwBF26StWRpIJsscrtnTAiS5DZdderUPfeeqrICR0aK6LpPe/Dw0eP+gcHc0JOnz4bzz19UIr8d2qJs+44fbltmJBzpibKSyhHbQShM13LEltVaTve3OiKMpO+9U/uBqLtm05O70jYVU438alzLilTDplWPjSJl8ZqKxvScUTIYdJnk7UKJ9EN9sha6MTdrJYd6CiPfkcr3kldJI1+4S9bvg7vKBfR izc9/QA078GGjDRcCHhRjByYi/qowQAiYqyNmLmQks32BBDnWtjlLcIbJbIvHJq+qPdbjdVozytQ2d3H4D1mpY4Ku6Jxu6ZIu6IZ+/LVWnNVIvezzbHW1ImgMH41ufv+vyuVZYe+36p+eFXYxm3mV7D3ImPQUdlffOTi+3ZzfmIhf0hl9Zf+ndE2f+ARe55v9fl1snCCXPcBcGm9+Xfd9UJkqGqViaX26sLjUe4oBjGEck3zfM 1jECtZQ5r4fcYXP+KKRVtHqWqObqvX1NCP4I7S9nx3DorM=</latexit>
(nˆj)W
<latexit sha1_base64="pFk66jxdbWd2V7LdUcd4vCl0Mq8=">AAACcHichVHLTsJAFD3UNz5A3Zi48EE06oIMYnytjG5cKoiYCCFtHaB S2toOJEr8AX/AhRs1Mcb4GW78ARd8gnEnJm5ceFsajSHqnczMmTP33Dkzo1i65gjG6gGprb2js6u7J9jb1z8QCg8O7TpmxVZ5SjV1095TZIfrmsFTQhM637NsLpcVnaeV0oa7n65y29FMY0ccWzxblguGltdUWRCVnckUZVEzTnOHs7l0LhxhUebFeCuI+SACP7bM8C0yOIAJFRWUwWFA ENYhw6G2jxgYLOKyqBFnE9K8fY5TBElboSxOGTKxJRoLtNr3WYPWbk3HU6t0ik7dJuU4ptgTu2MN9sju2TP7+LVWzavhejmmWWlquZULnY0k3/9VlWkWKH6r/vQskMey51Uj75bHuLdQm/rqyXkjuZqYqk2za/ZC/q9YnT3QDYzqm3qzzRMXCHofsOLG4tdzt4Ld+WgsHo1vL0TW1v2v6 MYoJjFD772ENWxiCyk69wjnuMRV4FUakcakiWaqFPA1w/gR0twnm3eO/g==</latexit>
(xj   xctr)/d






<latexit sha1_base64="TXtUP+Ac4nn7Jc44BoizpXpuL2U=">AAACZn ichVHLSgMxFD0dX7W+qiIKbopF0U1JrfhaFd24bK21BRWZGWMNnc4MM2mhFn9AcGsXrhRExM9w4w+48A8UlwpuXHhnOigi6g1JTk7uuTlJNNsQrmTs IaS0tXd0doW7Iz29ff0D0cGhTdeqOjrP65ZhOUVNdbkhTJ6XQhq8aDtcrWgGL2jlVW+/UOOOKyxzQ9ZtvlNRS6bYF7oqicpN6zO70ThLMD9iP0EyAH EEkbGiV9jGHizoqKICDhOSsAEVLrUtJMFgE7eDBnEOIeHvcxwhQtoqZXHKUIkt01ii1VbAmrT2arq+WqdTDOoOKWOYZPfsmr2wO3bDntj7r7Uafg3P S51mraXl9u7A8Vju7V9VhWaJgy/Vn54l9rHoexXk3fYZ7xZ6S187bL7kltcnG1Psgj2T/3P2wG7pBmbtVb/M8vUzRPwPWPJi/vO5f4LN2UQylUhl5+L pleArwhjHBKbpvReQxhoyyNO5JZzgFM3Qo9KvjCijrVQlFGiG8S2U2AfSmIp/</latexit>
M = 31 (site soliton)
<latexit sha1_base64="7/MH6peMkhivKwEFccldS3XHJtM=">AAACsXich VHLahRBFD3pRBPHRyZmI7hpHCIRQnM7ncSJIATdZKGQh5NEZoZJd6cyKaZfdNcMxKbzAf6AC1cKIuLOX3DjDwhmqTtxGcGNC2/3tIoE9RZVderUPbdOVTmRJx NFdDyijY6dOTs+ca5y/sLFS5PVqctbSdiPXdFwQy+Mdxw7EZ4MRENJ5YmdKBa273hi2+ndzfe3ByJOZBg8UIeRaPt2N5D70rUVU53qvbRVFGnGXaedkkHmUp 0W5sgwl+vWojlnGlREpt+/bZn6kT6btmJfT6QS2ZE+xKEnVRhkN7JOtUZlvn4a/CxVQxlrYfUlWthDCBd9+BAIoBh7sJFwa8IEIWKujZS5mJEs9gUyVFjb5yz BGTazPR67vGqWbMDrvGZSqF0+xeMes1LHDL2nV3RC7+g1fabvf62VFjVyL4c8O0OtiDqTj69sfvuvyudZ4eC36p+eFfZRL7xK9h4VTH4Ld6gfPHpysnlrYya9 Ts/pC/t/Rsf0lm8QDL66L9bFxlNUig9YzmPp13OfBlvzhmkZ1vpCbeVO+RUTuIprmOX3vokVrGINDT73DT7gIz5plvZQ29WcYao2Umqm8UdovR/RH6NU</lat exit>
(xj   xctr)/d





<latexit sha1_base64="dv1fglp8pQ9zu/XigdE4RN9RiFI=">AAACfnichVFNLwNBGH6sr6qv4kJcGk0bFzVFKCfh4ui rSFppdte0lunuZnfapJrG3R9wcCIREQk/wsUfcPATxJHExcG72w2RBu9kZp555n3eeWZGs4XhSsaeWpTWtvaOzlBXuLunt68/MjC45VplR+cZ3RKWs6OpLheGyTPSkILv2A5XS5rg29rhsre/XeGOa1jmpqzafLekFk2jYOiqJCofGckJ1SwKHs3tq7Jm1 vMH0ZzjM/lIjCWZH9FmkApADEGsWpEr5LAHCzrKKIHDhCQsoMKllkUKDDZxu6gR5xAy/H2OOsKkLVMWpwyV2EMai7TKBqxJa6+m66t1OkVQd0gZRZw9smv2yh7YDXtmH7/Wqvk1PC9VmrWGltv5/pPhjfd/VSWaJfa/VX96ligg7Xs1yLvtM94t9Ia+cnT 6urGwHq8l2AV7If/n7Ind0w3Mypt+ucbXzxD2P2Dei9mv524GW1PJ1HRyem0mtrgUfEUIoxjDOL33HBaxglVk6NxjXOIWdwqUhDKhTDZSlZZAM4QfoaQ/AdABk4U=</latexit>
M = 30 (link soliton)
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FIG. 3. Time evolution of the density profile in the system with a box potential for γ = 6.25 × 10−8, κ = 0.5 and ν = 2000.
(a) and (b) represent the density profile in a single shot for M = 30 and 31. (c) and (d) represent the density profile averaged
over all the TWA samples, corresponding to its quantum average, for M = 30 and 31.
FIG. 4. Time evolution of the density profile in the system with a box potential for γ = 1.0 × 10−4, κ = 0.5 and ν = 50. (a)
and (b) represent the density profile in a single shot for M = 30 and 31. (c) and (d) represent the quantum average of the
density profile for M = 30 and 31.
B. Weakly quantum regime
In this section, we analyze the semiclassical dynam-
ics of a dark soliton within the TWA. According to the
previous studies using the MPS method, a dark soliton
is dynamically unstable in a regime of strong quantum
fluctuations, even if the soliton is dynamically stable in
the classical regime [19, 20, 59]. This indicates that the
dynamical stability of a dark soliton changes between the
two regimes. In order to corroborate the switch of the
dynamical stability due to quantum fluctuations, we per-
form TWA analyses of soliton dynamics for a wide range
of γ ≡ U/(zνJ), which controls the strength of quan-
tum fluctuations, while fixing the value of κ ≡ νU/J .
7Specifically, in the case of a box potential, we set the
nonlinearity strength as κ = 0.5, at which the site soliton
for M = 31 is dynamically stable while the link soliton
for M = 30 is dynamically unstable. It is worth noting
that in the regime of weak quantum fluctuations that is
treated in the present work the average filling factor ν is
as large as 30 ≤ ν ≤ 5000 and κ ≤ 0.7. In such a param-
eter region, it is practically impossible to compute the
soliton dynamics by means of the MPS method because
the size of the local Hilbert space is too large.
In Fig. 3, we show the time evolution of the density pro-
file for ν = 2000, where quantum fluctuations are weak.
The initial state for the time evolution possesses a stand-
ing dark soliton at the center of the system. Figures 3(a)
and (b) represent dynamics in a single shot arbitrarily
chosen among the TWA samples for M = 31 and 30.
In Fig. 3(a), we see that the site soliton remains local-
ized near the center during the time evolution, i.e., it is
dynamically stable. In Fig. 3(b), we see that the link
soliton departs away from its initial position in an early
stage and moves over a broad range of the system in a
later stage, i.e., it is dynamically unstable. These results
are consistent with the classical linear stability analysis
presented in Sec. IV A. Figures 3(c) and (d) represent
the time evolution of the quantum average of the density
profile, 〈nˆj(t)〉. While the behavior of the site soliton is
almost identical to the single shot (compare Fig. 3(c) with
(a)), the notch in the average density of the link solition
becomes filled as time evolves in contrast to the single-
shot result (compare Fig. 3(d) with (b)). This happens
because the link soliton moves depending on a random
initial velocity in each single shot and averaging such ran-
dom motions of the density notch leads to the apparent
disappearance of the notch [17, 21, 60].
In Fig. 4, we show the time evolution of the density
profile for stronger quantum fluctuations, say ν = 50. In
a single shot shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b), we see that for
both cases of M = 31 and 30 the dark soliton departs
away from its initial position in an early stage and moves
over a broad range of the system in a later-time stage.
In the quantum average, the density notch of the dark
soliton becomes filled in a short time. Thus, in the regime
of relatively strong quantum fluctuations, both of the site
and link solitons are dynamically unstable in contrast to
the results of the classical stability analysis.
In order to quantify the change in the stability of the
dark soliton, we calculate the decay time τc [20], which
can be extracted from the soliton contrast,
C(t) ≡ 〈nˆmax〉 − 〈nˆmid〉〈nˆmax〉+ 〈nˆmid〉 , (16)
where 〈nˆmax〉 is the maximal averaged density over all
sites j and 〈nˆmid〉 is the averaged density at the center
of the system. At the initial time, t = 0, the averaged
density at the center satisfies 〈nˆmid(0)〉 ' 0 because the
dark soliton is located at the center of the system. If
the notch of the averaged density decays over time, the
soliton contrast approaches C ' 0 from C(0) ' 1. We
M = 30 (link soliton)
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M = 31 (site soliton)
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FIG. 5. Classical-to-quantum crossover of the stability of the
two types of dark soliton in a box potential by quantum fluc-
tuations for κ = 0.5. We show the dependence of the decay
time τcJ/h¯ on quantum-fluctuation strength 1/ν for M = 31
and M = 30. When 1/ν increases, τcJ/h¯ of the site soliton
approaches that of the link soliton.








In Fig. 5, we show the decay time τcJ/h¯ versus 1/ν for
M = 30 (red triangles) and 31 (blue circles). Here 1/ν
is proportional to
√
γ, which characterizes the strength
of quantum fluctuations, because we fix κ. In a regime
of weak quantum fluctuations, e.g., 1/ν ≤ 0.001, τcJ/h¯
for M = 31 is much larger than that for M = 30, re-
flecting the difference between the classical stabilities of
the site and link solitons. When 1/ν increases, the former
τcJ/h¯ approaches the latter. In the region of 1/ν ≥ 0.005,
both τcJ/h¯ coincide with each other. Thus, by calculat-
ing τcJ/h¯ versus 1/ν we have successfully identified the
crossover behavior of the dark-soliton stability from the
classical regime to the quantum regime.
The dynamical instability due to quantum fluctuations
can be attributed to a large-amplitude oscillation induced
by the initial random noise present in the TWA calcula-
tions. In order to corroborate this scenario, we show in
Fig. 6 (a) the standard deviation of the initial position
of the soliton notch ∆xkink/d and (b) the averaged am-
plitude of soliton oscillations during the time evolution
A/ξ as functions of 1/ν. On the one hand, in Fig. 6
(a), we see that ∆xkink is much smaller than d over the
parameter region, in which the crossover happens. This
means that the fluctuation in the initial position of the
soliton notch is not a main cause for the quantum dy-
namical instability. On the other hand, the amplitude
A increases with increasing 1/ν to become comparable
to ξ in the crossover regime. Since the classical linear
stability analysis is valid under the assumption that am-
plitude of normal modes is small, the emergence of the
oscillation with the amplitude comparable with ξ implies























M = 30 (link soliton)
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M = 31 (site soliton)
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FIG. 6. The two length scales related to the effect of quantum
fluctuations on the dark soliton for κ = 0.5. (a) The standard
deviation of the initial position of the density notch ∆xkink in
unit of the lattice constant d versus the fluctuation strength
1/ν for M = 31 (blue circles) and M = 30 (red triangles). (b)
The oscillation amplitude estimated by the initial velocity A,
estimated by the initial velocity, in unit of the healing length
ξ versus 1/ν for M = 31.
V. SYSTEM WITH A PARABOLIC TRAP
POTENTIAL
In this section, we consider a situation in which a 1D
lattice Bose gas is confined in a parabolic trap potential.
In our formulation, this corresponds to setting j in the
BHH (1) as
j = Ω(j − xctr/d)2. (18)




2, where m denotes the bare mass of the bo-
son. Since a parabolic trap potential is present in typical
ultracold-gas experiments, it is important to investigate
whether or not our findings for a box potential shown in
Sec. IV, especially the classical-to-quantum crossover of
the soliton stability, are relevant even in the presence of
the trap potential.
For a systematic analysis of quantum-fluctuation ef-
fects on the soliton stability, we need to control the size
of the gas R and the filling factor at the center of the
system ν. Notice that we define R and ν as those of the
ground state because ν in the dark soliton state is nearly
equal to zero. In the case of a box potential, R is simply
equal to L and ν is approximately given by ν = N/M as
long as ξ  L, where N is the total number of particles.
By contrast, in the presence of a parabolic potential, R
and ν significantly depend not only on N but also on
Ω/U . Specifically, when the nonlinearity of the DNLSE
is strong enough for the condition R az to be satisfied,
the Thomas-Fermi approximation provides the following















where az = d(J/Ω)
1
4 denotes the harmonic oscillator
length and νTF means the filling factor at the trap cen-
ter within the Thomas-Fermi approximation. The length
scale RTF = R/2 is often called the Thomas-Fermi ra-
dius. Using Eqs. (19) and (20), we adjust the three pa-
rameters N , Ω/J and U/J in such a way that R, νTF,
and κTF ≡ νTFU/J become desired values. In the calcu-
lations shown below, we set R = 30. Moreover, we set
M = 51 (M = 50) for the case of the site (link) soliton.
A. Classical regime
Figure 7 depicts the spatial profile of Φj of the dark-
soliton solutions at κTF = 1.0 for M = 50 and 51 in the
presence of a parabolic trap potential. We perform the
classical linear stability analysis of such soliton solutions
on the basis of the Bogoliubov equations for various val-
ues of κTF. Figure 8 depicts the frequency h¯ω1/J of the
normal mode that is relevant to the energetic and dy-
namical instabilities of the dark soliton as a function of
κTF.
We see in Fig. 8(a) that for κTF <∼ 0.3, |h¯ω1/J | in-
creases as κTF increases. This is in stark contrast to
the case of a box potential shown in Fig. 2(a). The
reason for this behavior is rather simple. When κTF
increases for fixed R and νTF, Ω/J increases. Since
h¯ω1/J ' −
√
2Ω/J in the continuum limit [12], the value
|h¯ω1/J | increases with Ω/J . The tendency of h¯ω1/J in a
region of larger κTF is similar to the case of a box poten-
tial. On the one hand, when κTF exceeds a certain critical
value (κTF ' 0.75), Re(h¯ω1/J) vanishes and Im(h¯ω1/J)
becomes finite for M = 50, signaling the dynamical in-
stability of the link soliton. On the other hand, when
κTF exceeds another certain critical value (κTF ' 0.6),
Re(h¯ω1/J) keeps growing but Im(h¯ω1/J) becomes finite
for M = 51 due to the coupling with anti-modes, signal-
ing the dynamical instability of the site soliton. How-
ever, we emphasize that there is the parameter region
0.95 ≤ κTF ≤ 1.1, in which the site soliton is dynami-
cally stable while the link soliton is dynamically unstable
as is the case analyzed in Sec. IV.
9(a)
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M = 50 (link soliton)



























M = 51 (site soliton)
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FIG. 7. The spatial profile of the stationary solutions Φj at
κTF = 1.0 and νTF = 1000 for (a)M = 50 and (b)M = 51.
The solid lines are guide to the eye.
B. Weakly quantum regime
In this section, we present results of semiclassical dy-
namics of a dark soliton in a parabolic potential ob-
tained by using the TWA. Since our main purpose here is
to corroborate the relevance of the classical-to-quantum
crossover, which we found for a box potential, to the case
of the parabolic potential, we set κTF = 1.0, at which the
site (link) soliton is dynamically stable (unstable) in the
classical limit.
Figure 9 depicts the time evolution of the average den-
sity profile, 〈nˆj(t)〉, for (a) M = 51 and (b) M = 50.
The initial state for the time evolution possesses a stand-
ing dark soliton at the center of the system. There we
set ν = 1000, at which quantum fluctuations are rather
weak. We see that the site soliton for M = 51 shown in
Fig. 9(a) is dynamically stable while the density notch of
the link soliton for M = 50 in Fig. 9(b) decays in time.
In short, the stability of the dark solitons in this regime
of very weak quantum fluctuations is consistent with the
classical stability as is the case in the system with a box
potential.
In Fig. 10, we take ν = 30, at which quantum fluctu-
ations are relatively strong, and show the time evolution
(a)

















M = 50 (link soliton)
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M = 51 (site soliton)
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Im[] vs. νU/J (Re[] Min, Norm:Positive), M=50
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Re[] vs. νU/J (Re[] Min, Norm:Positive), M=50
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Im[] vs. νU/J (Re[] Min, Norm:Positive), M=51
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FIG. 8. Frequency h¯ω1/J of the normal mode that is relevant
to the energetic and dynamical instability of the dark soliton
as a function of κTF, where M = 50 (red triangles) and 51
(blue circles). (a) displays h¯ω1/J in the small-κTF region,
0 ≤ κ ≤ 1.2, for both M = 50 and 51. (b) and (c) display
h¯ω1/J in the expanded region, 0 ≤ κTF ≤ 14, for M = 50
and 51, respectively.
of the average density profile for (a) M = 51 and (b)
M = 50. The density notches of both site and link soli-
tons decay in time, meaning that both are dynamically
unstable. Since the site soliton is dynamically stable in
the classical limit, its instability should be due to quan-
tum fluctuations.
In order to quantify the classical-to-quantum crossover
of the soliton stability, we show in Fig. 11 the decay time
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FIG. 9. Time evolution of the density profile in the system with a parabolic trap potential for κTF = 1.0 and νTF = 1000. (a)
and (b) represent the density profile averaged over all the TWA samples, corresponding to its quantum average, for M = 50
and 51.
FIG. 10. Time evolution of the density profile in the system with a parabolic trap potential for κTF = 1.0 and νTF = 30. (a)
and (b) represent the density profile averaged over all the TWA samples, corresponding to its quantum average, for M = 50
and 51.
of the soliton contrast τcJ/h¯ as a function of 1/νTF.
In a regime of very weak quantum fluctuations, say
1/νTF ≤ 0.002, τcJ/h¯ for the site soliton is much larger
than that for the link soliton, corresponding to the clas-
sical regime. When 1/νTF increases, τcJ/h¯ for the site
soliton approaches that for the link soliton. They almost
coincides with each other when 1/νTF ≥ 0.01. Thus,
the system with a parabolic trap potential exhibits the
classical-to-quantum crossover with respect to dynamical
stability of the two types of dark soliton, as seen in the
system with a box potential.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have investigated the stability of a
dark soliton in a one-dimensional lattice Bose gas, focus-
ing on effects of weak quantum fluctuations on it. First,
we revisited the stability analysis in the classical regime
on the basis of the Gross-Pitaevskii mean-field theory to
clarify reasons why the stability of a dark soliton differs
depending on whether its phase kink is located at a lat-
tice site or a site at two sites. The link soliton is dynam-
ically unstable when the nonlinear parameter κ = νU/J
is larger than a critical value. By contrast, there are some
range of κ in which the site soliton is dynamically stable
above the critical value. The dependence of the insta-
bility results from the difference of energy gain by small
M = 50 (link soliton)
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M = 51 (site soliton)
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FIG. 11. Classilal-to-quantum crossover of the stability of
the two types of dark soliton in a parabolic trap potential
by quantum fluctuations for κTF = 1.0. We show the de-
pendence of the decay time τcJ/h¯ on quantum-fluctuation
strength 1/νTF for M = 51 and M = 50. When 1/νTF in-
creases, τcJ/h¯ of the site soliton approaches that of the link
soliton in both potentials.
oscillations, which is determined by the competition of
three length scales, the box size M , the healing length
ξ and the lattice constant d. Although the dynamical
instability of the link soliton can be explained by this
mechanism, we reported the emergence of the dynamical
instability for the site soliton due to a different mecha-
nism for the large κ region.
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To elucidate the effects of weak quantum fluctuations
on the soliton stability, we analyzed the time-evolution of
a dark soliton under a box potential and a harmonic po-
tential within the truncated Wigner approximation. We
numerically showed that when the strength of quantum
fluctuation increases, the lifetime of a site soliton gradu-
ally approaches that of a link soliton in both the poten-
tials. This means that the distinction in the two-types
of dark soliton, which is present in the classical limit, is
smeared out by quantum fluctuations. This finding en-
ables us to distinguish the instability of a dark soliton
due to quantum fluctuations from the classical dynam-
ical instability by observing the difference in dynamics
between the two types of dark solitons. We also discussed
a mechanism for quantum fluctuations to destabilize the
dark soliton and revealed that quantum fluctuations am-
plify the oscillation of the site soliton, which leads to its
destabilization.
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